
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Premier League Response to BBC Trust Review of 5 Live and 5 Live Sports Extra 
 
 

Overview: 
 
BBC 5 Live has been one of only two broadcast partnerships that have been a constant since the 
inception of the Premier League in 1992. 
 
As the Premier League has grown in popularity and developed in terms of broader interest so has 
the depth and range of coverage offered by 5 Live and latterly 5 Live Sport Extra. 
 
Live commentary of Premier League matches is supplemented by phone-ins (6-0-6) 
magazine/entertainment programmes (Monday Night Club, 5 Live Sport, Fighting Talk) as well as 
news and analysis (Sports Week, regular bulletins). 
 
While it is clear from the data that the key driver for listeners remains the live match commentaries 
the supplementary programming that stems from this has also demonstrated the capacity to attract 
and engage listeners in a way other content seems less able to do. This has also driven online 
traffic to facilitate interaction, access podcasts and use the ‘listen again’ service. 
 
The authority 5 Live and 5 Live Sport Extra derives from their respective live offerings has given 
them the ability to legitimately build this scope of programming, which listeners have responded 
well to.  
 
Furthermore this legitimacy percolates across the stations’ more general offerings. So when 
Breakfast, Drive, The Big Question, Victoria Derbyshire, Tony Livesey, Richard Bacon etc tackle 
news and issues related to the Premier League, football and sport more generally there is a trust in 
the approach and expertise executed. 
 
This provides accessibility to the Premier League, our live content and the issues that pervade the 
game that is much valued by us, our member clubs and certainly the fans. There has to some 
consideration to the different types, or level, of fan and how they are served by the stations’ 
offerings. 
 
The inherent regional coverage afforded by the Premier League and our member clubs helps 
provide the stations with a truly national aspect that few assets deliver. 
 
The one area where 5 Live has seen a decline in listenership is where the station has lost 
packages of live Premier League content. 
 
It is clear that the amount of content and coverage the Premier League delivers to the stations 
allows them to create a substantial skeleton from which to fulfil a key part of their remit to be the 
home of live sports coverage. No other sporting competition can provide this week in, week out 
narrative that brings high volumes of listeners on a regular basis.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specific Questions: 
 

1. How well are these services performing against the terms of their service license and the 
Quality, Reach, Impact and Value for money performance framework? 
 

a. To what extent are the services producing high quality and distinctive content? 

 

The professionalism and production values displayed in covering Premier League 

matches live remain the industry benchmark, as do the promotion of content and 

subsequent awareness in the industry and by the public. 

 

The growth in the quantity and diversity of ancillary programming aligned to Premier 

League content has delivered new ways of engaging fans as well as further promoting 

the live rights acquired by the stations. 

 

Programmes as diverse as Sports Week and Fighting Talk have become destination 

radio as well as driving the online interaction described above. Creative use of existing 

talent and the connections garnered through live rights has created successful new 

formats such as the Monday Night Club. 

 

b. To what extent are these services being used? 

 

The data is unequivocal. Premier League associated content – particularly live matches 

– delivers audiences far in excess of the stations’ normal levels. 

 

This is further underlined by the fact that this content accounts for approximately 25% of 

output while delivering audience well in excess of that. 

 

The Rajar data demonstrates the extent to which the success of the stations are linked 

to live rights content and ancillary programming. 

 

For example 5 Live Sport (Monday-Friday) set a record breaking weekly reach of 2.81 

million - adding 110,000 on the year and 120,000 on the quarter. 

 

c. To what extent are the services contributing to the BBC’s public purposes? 

 

As national broadcasters and given the remit of the stations it is clear that football, 

particularly the Premier League, is of great interest to a significant proportion of the 

population. Both 5 Live and 5 Live Sport Extra provide services that are not only of 

interest to that section of the population, but create and drive thought, participation and 

awareness across a variety of communities, including the regions and BME. 

 



Premier League content also contributes to the BBC’s stated public purposes in terms of 

driving digital services including 5 Live Sport Extra, via set-top boxes, on-line listening 

and red-button options. Clearly the range and availability of services surrounding live 

sports content will be an increasingly decisive factor as the digital switchover 

approaches.  

 

d. Are these services good value for money? 

 

Given what they deliver in terms of scope, volume of output, audience size and reach, 

and quality – undoubtedly yes. 

 

e. How well are different audience groups served by these stations within the BBC 

radio portfolio? 

 

The services, under the broader remit of the BBC, have worked hard to engage different 

audience groups. However, there is a tendency for some of the programming to have a 

slightly self-selecting feel to them. As Premier League crowds and audiences become 

increasingly diverse we would welcome a reflection of that in terms of the coverage 

afforded in the mainstream of the services’ offerings. Sometimes it has come across as 

issues of diversity are dealt with in a specialist way in terms of reports or features rather 

than just a normal part of coverage. 

 

Greater accessibility in relation to every level of fan would be something we welcome 

also. The programming on the services can come across as exclusive to the die-hard 

fan only. Clearly there is a broad range of fans, some on a journey and some content at 

their own level of engagement, and they should feel included in the opportunities for 

engagement provided by 5 Live and 5 Live Sport Extra.   

2. What is the future strategic direction for these services? 
 

a. What is the future strategy for these services? 

 

To build on the authority and legitimacy that being a live sports rights holder delivers in 

order to continue providing the professional service that listeners clearly respond to. 

This allows the stations, particularly 5 Live, to populate its schedule with related content 

that is of interest to its existing listeners as well as attracting new ones. 

 

It also serves as an access point for the other elements of the stations. 

 

b. Are the plans aligned with the wider BBC strategy? 

 

Live sport coverage, particularly football, must be central to any BBC strategy. 5 Live 

and 5 Live Sport Extra provide an accessible and affordable way for the BBC to punch 

its weight in this arena.  

 

 

 

 



c. Are there sufficient resources to delivery this strategy? 

 

This is not something we have sufficient information on to provide an informed view. 

 

3. Should the services licenses for these services be changed? 
 

The key characteristics of Five Live’s service include being the ‘home of continuous 
news and live sports coverage’. While ‘programming should be designed to inform, 
entertain and involve’, with a remit to appeal to ‘sports fans from all ethnic backgrounds 
and areas from across the UK’. 
The Premier League believes that the target audience of the services is well served by 
these characteristics – if anything we would like to see them more rigorously enforced. 
The duty to inform as well as entertain and involve sometimes seems to play and 
secondary role to the latter two elements rather than equal or greater. 
The Premier League works closely and constructively with much of Five Live and given 
some of the stated objectives of the service license agreement – engaging a younger 
more diverse audience, sustaining citizenship, reflecting the nation’s communities, 
seeking opportunities to develop relationships with communities around the world – 
there is more the Premier League could do in partnership with the services to help them 
deliver a fuller remit of the service license agreement. 
The Premier League’s activities – domestically and internationally – across a range of 
social cohesion, health, education and sports participation initiatives could well provide 
the basis for content or partnerships (the League is currently involved in Sports Relief) 
that would further deepen the relationship as well as addressing areas defined for 
delivery under the service license agreement.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


